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ABSTRACT 

One of the primary challenges in breast cancer diagnosis and treatment is intratumor heterogeneity (ITH), i.e., the co-
existence of different genetically and epigenetically distinct malignant cells within the same tumor. Identification of ITH 
is critical for designing better treatments and hence to increase patient survival rates. Here, we report a non-invasive 
approach that integrates photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT) with multitargeted and multiplexed patchy 
polymeric photoacoustic contrast agents (MTMPPPCAs). The target specificity of MTMPPPCAs to distinguish estrogen 
and progesterone receptor-positive in breast tumors was demonstrated through both fluorescence and photoacoustic 
measurements and validated by tissue pathology analysis.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer accounts for the second leading cause of cancer death globally (11.6%), with an alarming mortality rate of 
6.6% as per 2018 global cancer statistics.[1-3] One of the primary challenges in breast cancer diagnosis and treatment is 
intra-tumor heterogeneity (ITH). ITH is the co-existence of different genetically and epigenetically distinct malignant 
cells within the same tumor.[4-6] It is responsible for 30% of cancer-related deaths worldwide in women as it is closely 
associated with cancer progression, resistance to therapy, and recurrences.[7] The current treatment options for breast 
cancer are guided by critical factors, including molecular subtypes,[8, 9] locations, metastatic stages, previous 
treatments, and other parameters.[4, 5, 7] Luminal A (LA), luminal B (LB), human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 
(HER2) enriched cells, and triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) are the main subtypes treated in clinical settings.[10] 
LA and LB are present in 70% of breast cancer tumors [11, 12], whereas HER2 and TNBC are found in 15-30% and 
15% of breast cancers, respectively.[13-15] TNBC is the most aggressive subtype and has a worse prognosis than the 
other three.[16]  

Photoacoustic tomography (PAT), paired with targeted contrast agents, holds a great potential to fill this clinical gap.[17-
25] PAT, a noninvasive and ionizing radiation-free technique, is the only high-resolution optical imaging modality that 
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breaks the optical diffusion limit, providing high spatiotemporal resolution and deep tissue penetration.[26-31] In PAT, 
the ultrasonic photoacoustic (PA) waves re-emitted by the tissue chromophores are subsequently detected to generate 
tomographic images with optical contrasts.[32-38] A recent advancement, single-impulse panoramic photoacoustic 
computed tomography (SIP-PACT), provides all the above-mentioned functionalities with high molecular contrast.[39] 
Since abnormally increased vasculature and hemoglobin at tumor sites produce strong intrinsic PA contrast, PAT is 
ideally suited for visualizing angiogenesis and determining intratumor heterogeneity.[40, 41] Recently, it has been used 
to distinguish different molecular subtypes, including LA, LB, and TNBC, based on the overall tissue composition and 
physiological properties of breast cancer tumors.[42-44] Despite these enormous advances, PAT has not yet been 
established in clinical settings to diagnose breast cancer. 

Exploiting the molecular specificity offered by targeted nanoparticles can drive the development of high throughput 
imaging probes for tumor visualization in real time.[45-47] Previously, we have developed patchy polymeric poly 
(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles.[48] These are a class of anisotropic particles that have one or more 
surface-exposed domains with different surface chemistry relative to the rest of the particle.[48, 49] A unique feature of 
MTMPPPCAs is the patchy surface that makes the targeting moieties arrange themselves in clusters.[50] As earlier 
reported, the cluster effect enables the entire nanoparticles to acquire multiple homogeneous or heterogeneous 
functionalities that can detect different receptors simultaneously with enhanced targeting efficacy.[48-50] 

Herein, we report the development of a personalized hybrid imaging tool to visualize ITH in non-metastatic breast 
cancer tumors. Our results show higher MTMPPPCAs uptake in the targeted tumor than in the untargeted. Furthermore, 
in vivo fluorescence biodistribution studies revealed the presence of ER+ and Progesterone Receptor (PR+) in the tumor 
site. Ex vivo PA imaging studies validated the fluorescence results. Furthermore, PA was able to differentiate the 
presence of both receptors in colocalized and non-colocalized areas. IHC analysis confirmed the location of ER+ and 
PR+ visualized by fluorescence and PA imaging. 

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Design and synthesis of MTMPPPCAs 

 

Figure 1. Design and functionality of MTMPPPCAs. The surface and patch of MTMPPPCAs were functionalized with 
NH2-PEG-estrone, NH2-PEG-progesterone. SQ650 and ICG formed the inner lining of MTMPPPCAs’ core. The 
MTMPPPCAs exhibited two optical absorption peaks at 660 nm and 780 nm, respectively. Each absorption peak was 
linked to a specific targeting moiety. For example, the absorption peak at 660 nm indicates the specific binding of 
MTMPPPCAs functionalized with NH2-PEG-estrone to the estrogen receptor. 

We have designed multitargeted and multiplexed patchy polymeric photoacoustic contrast agents (MTMPPPCAs) 
endowed with high molecular specificity to detect multiple molecular subtypes. The MTMPPPCAs were synthesized 
following a self-assembly strategy shown in Fig. 1. The patchy polymeric poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) shell 
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surface was chemically modified with two unique targeting moieties, namely, NH2-PEG-estrone and NH2-PEG-
progesterone, which bound specifically to the estrogen and progesterone receptors overexpressed in breast cancer cells. 
Near-infrared fluorophores such as indocyanine green (ICG) and squaraine 650 (SQ650) dyes formed the inner lining of 
the core and served as PA contrast agents. The NH2-PEG-Estrone targeting moiety was synthesized by conjugating 
estrone ethyl glycolic acid (EGA) with the PEG-diamine molecule. The second targeting moiety, NH2-PEG-
Progesterone, was initiated by a synthesis of the aminooxy PEG molecule.  

Characterization of MTMPPPCAs 

A self-assembled construct with the targeting moieties on the PLGA shell surface and the PA reporter dyes forming the 
inner lining of the MTMPPPCAs’ core was successfully achieved. The mean diameters of MTMPPPCAs and Untargeted 
Multiplexed Patchy Polymeric PA Contrast Agents (UTMPPPCAs), were 169.3 ± 5.6 nm and 180.1 ± 2.4 nm 
respectively, showing a narrow size distribution (Figure 2A). 2D Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy 
(STORM) images clearly showed the patchy nature of the MTMPPPCAs’ surface (Figure 2B-D). The donut-like shape 
confirmed the MTMPPPCAs’ hollowness core structure (Figure 2B-D). The presence of NH2-PEG-Estrone-Alexa 647 
and NH2-PEG-Progesterone-Cy3B is observed in both nanoparticle’s surface and patch, but it is more prominent in the 
latter, as shown in Figures 2B and C, respectively. The single labeled experiments served as control samples for the two-
color experiment. The dual STORM imaging experiment is presented in Figure 5D. In this picture, the presence of NH2-
PEG-Estrone-Alexa-647/NH2-PEG-Progesterone is indicated in white and red colors, respectively. These results suggest 
that the MTMPPPCA patch is formed by a heterogeneous mixture of both PEGylated targeted moieties. Additional 
characterization was performed by electron microscopy. TEM and SEM studies show the spherical-like shape and 
monodisperse characteristic of the synthesized MTMPPPCAs (Figure 2E-H).  

 

Figure 2. Physical characterization of MTMPPPCAs. (A) Particle size distribution of MTMPPPCAs and UTMPPPCAs. 
2D Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) image of NP functionalized with NH2-PEG-Estrone-Alexa 
647 (B), NH2-PEG-Progesterone-Cy3B (C), NH2-PEG-Estrone-Alexa 647/NH2-PEG-Progesterone-Cy3B (D). The inset 
shows the patchy nature of MTMPPPCAs and its hollow core. TEM (E-F) and SEM micrographs (G-H) exhibit the 
MTMPPPCAs’ morphology and surface structure, respectively.  

To assess the MTMPPPCAs’ PA imaging performance, we conducted phantom studies and absorbance measurements. 
Figure 3A shows the PA images of nanoparticles with ICG, nanoparticles with SQ650, and MTMPPPCAs. Both PA and 
optical absorption spectra exhibit two peaks at 660 nm and 780 nm, corresponding to the presence of SQ650 and 780 
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ICG, respectively (Figure 3D-E). The PA spectra of ICG and SQ650 were used for the spectral unmixing computation. 
The encapsulation efficiency (EE) for SQ650 and ICG was calculated as 55% and 46%, respectively. The encapsulation 
results correlate well with PLGA copolymer ratio (75:25) used during the nanoparticle synthesis.  

 

Figure 3. PA spectra of MTMPPPCAs. (A–C) PACT images of nanoparticles with ICG, nanoparticles with SQ650 and 
MTMPPPCAs in silicone tubes at wavelengths of 660, 710, and 780 nm, respectively. Scale bar, 1 mm. (D) PA spectra 
of MTMPPPCAs with ICG (green line), nanoparticles with SQ650 (blue line) and the MTMPPPCAs (red line), (E) 
Absorption spectra of MTMPPPCAs.  

3. RESULTS 

In vivo assessment of targeting efficacy of MTMPPPCAs  

We further investigated the targeting efficacy of MTMPPPCAs using an orthotopic CDX breast cancer model in vivo 
(Figure 4). We implanted 7 × 106 freshly harvested human breast cancer cells (T-47D or MDA-MB-231) in the fourth 
abdominal mammary fat pad of six female athymic nude mice. When the tumor reached an average volume of 70 mm3, 
we administered 1200 µg of a combination dose of MTMPPPCAs via tail-vein injection. The targeted nanoparticles 
(TNP) combination dose was composed of (TNP+SQ650+Estrone, TNP+SQ650+ICG+Progesterone+Estrone, and 
TNP+SQ650+ICG+Estrone) to differentiate ER+ from PR+ through the fluorescence and PA signals emitted by SQ650 
and ICG. Real-time biodistribution studies were performed to assess the in vivo targeting efficacy of MTMPPPCAs 
functionalized with NH2-PEG-Estrone and NH2-PEG-Progesterone. The ER was localized and visualized by SQ650 
(Figure 4 top panel), while the PR was visualized by ICG (Figure 4 bottom panel). Another group of six female mice 
was administered with UTMPPPCAs with a combination dose of untargeted nanoparticles (UTNP) 
(UTNP+ICG+SQ650, UTNP+ICG, UTNP+SQ650). In the third group, we injected a combination dose of 
MTMPPPCAs in MDA-MB-231 tumor-bearing mice (negative control group). The mice were imaged with the In Vivo 
Imaging System (IVIS) at 1, 3, and 6 h. We detected the presence of SQ650 and ICG in the MTMPPPCAs and 
UTMPPPCAs.  

When comparing the biodistribution profile of the T-47D tumor-bearing mice with MDA-MB-231 tumors based on the 
presence of SQ650 in the mice at the dorsal position, we observed that more nanoparticles were circulating in the 
bloodstream at all time points than that in the negative control group (Figure 4). The results were expected because the 
MTMPPPCAs were designed to bind specifically to cancer cells overexpressing ER and PR. MDA-MB-231 tumors do 
not express any of these receptors. Thus, it was expected to observe nanoparticle accumulation in the liver, spleen, 
kidneys, and intestines as corroborated in the ventral position of the untargeted mice in the negative control group 
(Figure 4). Also, we observed more nanoparticle uptake in the liver and spleen of the targeted mice in the negative 
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control group than that of the targeted testing group, as shown in the biodistribution profile obtained with the ICG 
fluorescence signal (Figure 4, bottom panel).  

 

Figure 4. In vivo biodistribution studies. Mice were administered with a combination dose of MTMPPPCAs (T) and 
UTMPPPCAs (U) in T47-D tumors and MDA-MB-231 tumors (negative control), and imaged by the IVIS system at 1, 
3, 6-h time points. Biodistribution studies using 675 nm and 694 nm as the excitation and emission wavelengths, 
respectively, detected the presence of the SQ650. The images were taken at both dorsal and ventral positions. 
Biodistribution studies using 745 nm and 810 nm as the excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively, detected the 
presence of the ICG.  

Furthermore, in both the testing and negative control groups, medium fluorescence signals of free SQ650 were observed 
in the kidneys, urinary bladder, and intestines at 3 and 6 h time points (Figure 4, upper panel), suggesting that part of 
SQ650 leaks out from the polymeric matrix. Free ICG accumulated in the liver and spleen was also observed in both 
groups (Figure 4, bottom panel). Notably, despite the mice receiving a high dose of MTMPPPCAs, no signs of toxicity 
were observed in the animals. In vivo biodistribution studies revealed that the ICG and SQ650 are cleared out from the 
mice’s body primarily via the liver and urinary bladder, reinforcing the safety aspect of MTMPPPCAs. Thus, enhanced 
uptake was detected in MTMPPPCAs’ tumors compared to that of UTMPPPCAs, highlighting the molecular specificity 
and the highly vascularized nature of the implanted breast tumors. The difference in the fluorescence signal emitted by 
SQ650 and ICG can be higher if the EE is increased by improving the polymer matrix’s dye stability. Naked ICG and 
SQ650 leaked out from the PLGA nanoparticles in vivo testing. Hence, further improvements can be made in the next 
generation of MTMPPPCAs. 
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Ex vivo PA Imaging  

MTMPPPCAs loaded with two PA reporters (SQ650 and ICG) were used to identify the presence of ER+ and PR+ 
receptors inside the breast tumor. We embedded the excised tumor in agarose gel and imaged it at two peak wavelengths. 
The light was illuminated from the top onto the tumor for PA excitation. During PA imaging, the tumor was placed in 
the center of the full-ring ultrasonic transducer array. By elevational scanning the tumor across the focal plane of the 
transducer array, we obtained a series of cross-sectional images of the tumor. The PA images shown in Fig. 5 are the 
integration projections of cross-sectional images of the tumor. Next, we performed spectral unmixing to accurately 
separate the photoacoustic signals of SQ650 and ICG, revealing the intratumor heterogeneity in Fig. 5A-C. Figure 5A 
shows the averaged PA amplitude of SQ650 and ICG inside the tumor, illustrating the presence of ER+ and PR+ 
receptors in the breast tumor. A spectral unmixed PA image of the tumor, as shown in Figure 5B, maps the distributions 
of ER+ and PR+. Figure 5B also revealed colocalization areas (purple circles), where both receptors are present in the 
same tumor site. By segmenting the colocalization areas (regions A, B, and C in Figure 5B), we found the PA signals 
from SQ650 in different parts of the tumor were higher than those of ICG, indicating that the tumor is predominantly 
ER+ (Figure 5C).  

 

Figure 5. PA evaluation of MTMPPPCAs in the tumor ex vivo. (A) PA signals from SQ650 and ICG, computed by 
spectral unmixing. (B) PA images showing the distribution and localization of ER+ and PR+ receptors in the tumor via 
spectral unmixing. (C) Comparison of ER+ and PR+ in PA amplitude in colocalized regions. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Our synthesized MTMPPPCAs showed excellent receptor-specific targeting efficiency in the ER+ and PR+ breast 
tumors with rapid internalization and accumulation and a significant particle clearance profile. The in vitro, in vivo 
fluorescence, and ex vivo PA studies corroborated with the IHC analysis, demonstrated the feasibility of the 
MTMPPPCAs/SIP-PACT imaging technology to simultaneously visualize breast cancer biomarkers of different 
molecular subtypes with high molecular specificity. Furthermore, the toxicity assessment suggests that MTMPPPCAs 
are not toxic at the cellular and tissue levels but may not be blood compatible at specific concentrations. The 
optimization of MTMPPPCAs will be required to achieve its usage in clinical settings. The outlook will include the 
synthesis of two additional targeting moieties: HER2 and Trophoblast Cell-Surface Antigen 2 (Trop-2) to detect HER2-
enriched cells and TNBC. This addition will require more contrast agents. Near-infrared-II probes provide diverse 
candidates for contrast agent selection. 

The development of multitargeting and multiplexed contrast agents that simultaneously can detect LA, LB, HER2 
enriched cells, and TNBC at the metastatic stage can make a difference in the oncology field. At this stage cancer, 
patients need regular scans and frequent adjustment treatments that cannot be carried out with existing techniques. The 
MTMPPPCAs/SIP-PACT technology has the potential to address this clinical gap, as well.  
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